Preface
Education & Knowledge are often based on the value of same coin, called ‘intelligence’.
The society in general and institutions in particular have cognitive notions about
individuals, groups, community and political framework. We have stages of cognitive
development that largely reflect in our process of manifestation around practices of
educating society, primary, secondary and other facts of function formal, informal &
non-formal education system addresses the education needs of individual & groups.
Dealing with adult as an existing knowledge base and having their ability for a
collective benefit of the society gave birth to the concept of Adult Education.
Andragogy, Pedagogy & recently introduced gerontology are the pillars for Lifelong
Learning.
Having ‘open doors’ to the world perspective and practices, with a value based notion
of our strength in established frame works the search in DACEE logically challenges the
theories and proposes solutions. We at DACEE don’t consider that to be the last word
on the subject. We at Lifelong Learning consider individuals as “blackbody” with
individual source of light. Scripted philosophy at the department is not considered as a
last paper but it is proposed so that other books can be written be it critical, correctional
or an extension of the present knowledge based.
Just to mention the chronology of DACEE, the Department of Adult, Continuing
Education & Extension grew, in 1979, out of the acceptance of Extension as the third
important function of institutions of higher education in India, in addition to the earlier
mandated functions of Teaching and Research. The University Grants Commission had,
in 1977, articulated a vision for the development of higher education in India that saw
the universities promote Teaching and Research within the campuses, and, encourage
engagement with the society at large and areas and communities, through their Third
function of Extension, within the jurisdiction of each University and its Colleges in
terms of the challenges faced by the people. The technocratic resources available with
each University – teachers, administrative personnel, and the students – were expected
to be taken to the nearby areas and communities and the latter to be brought in within
the campuses to initiate a process of interaction and university – community interface,
with a view to facilitating mutual understanding and utilization of knowledge and
skills to find, with the people, innovative solutions to challenges faced by the people.
The academic community was expected to initiate an area- and community-based
dialogue with the people in the process of sharing knowledge and skills, imbibe
understanding of people’s approach to challenges that they faced in day-to-day life, and
work with them towards knowledge- and skill-led participation in the processes of
local, regional and national development. The dialogue needed to be further formalized
in terms of short-term organized learning efforts that supported the emergence of more
informed parents, appreciating their own status as citizens, and skilled workers in their
own domains of work. The outreach that the University resources so developed was
expected to yield significant gains to them as well; these were manifest in more
cooperative ways of working with each other, problem-solving methodologies in

learning, and making the anecdotal base of human experiences as a meaningful content
in learning of various physical and cognitive concepts.
Extension as the third function was globally accepted as the Third Mission in
Institutions of Higher Education in the rest of the world. A new culture of intellectual
social responsibility has been proposed by the United Nations Academic Impact
Initiative (UNAI) for the tertiary education system. Our international collaboration is a
testimony of the fact that the European Commission support to the involvement of
universities with society, as (i) outreach, (ii) engagement training through continuing
education, (iii) transfer of technology and innovation, and (iv) social engagement as the
main objectives.
Dedicating the year to the objective of sustainable development goal (2015-2030)
and aiming at the Literate India Mission, we look forwards to a meaningful
utilization of the publication of the outline and detailed annual report for the year
2015-2016.

Prof. J. P. Dubey
Head of the Department

Sailing Upstream: DACEE
The Department of Adult, Continuing Education and Extension had its beginning as the Adult and
Continuing Education Cell in 1976. It was upgraded in 1982 as the Centre for Adult, Continuing
Education and Extension with the aim of planned involvement of the university and colleges in
community extension activities. The department was accorded statutory status as a full-fledged
department in 1985, under the Faculty of Social Sciences. The Pioneers in Adult Education and Social
Sciences has been associated with the Department ever since its inception Late Prof. S.C. Bhatia was one
of the founder members and 1st Head of the Department followed by Prof. N.K. Chaddha and Prof.
Rajesh. In between the department has also been under the shadow of Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences
for more than two decades offering numerous of courses in Adult Education and Extension services. At
present Prof. J.P. Dubey holds the dual responsibility of Head, DACEE and Dean Faculty of Social
Sciences. This is for the first time the Department has the feather in the cap and Dean Ship offers more
strength to the elbow and greater accountability to the Department. The Post M.A. Diploma in Adult
Education (one year) and various other certificate courses has been the forte of the department. In
recent times, it has evolved as an innovative and dynamic department contributing to the field of
academic excellences and community outreach through its new MA courses and extension program,
among others.
The Department introduced the concept of Lifelong Learning and Extension to meet the variety of
educational and skills based needs of youths and community. It therefore introduced a pioneering
Master Degree program on Lifelong Learning and Extension, commencing from2014. In addition, various
short-term courses were launched. Five short-term courses are being offered since 2013-2014. These
are add-on courses are designed for regular university students and other interested people of all ages.
The department mainly focuses on educational interventions in the society to create awareness and
skills building among communities about various social issues related to their life. The department also
provides opportunities to conducting surveys, data collection and pursue research activities. It also
provides policy interventions to the government of India. The department has brought out reading
materials on various issues, including for neo-literates. The latest initiative is the introduction of the first
university level journal on Lifelong Learning and Extension in India. The documentation and
dissemination of teaching-learning materials has also been one of the functions of the department.
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Introduction to the Department
The Department of Adult, Continuing Education & Extension had its beginning in the
Adult and Continuing Education Cell in 1979. It became the Centre for Adult,
Continuing Education & Extension in 1982 with the aim of planned involvement of the
University and Colleges in community extension activities. It was accorded the
statutory status as a full-fledged Department of Adult, Continuing Education &
Extension in 1985, under the Faculty of Social Sciences.
While the Department had its beginning in terms of concrete Extension activities
including Literacy and Adult Education since 1979, it went on to expand the scope of
Extension to other concerns including Population Education, Environmental Education,
Legal Literacy, and Science for the Masses. These Extension activities sought active
involvement of both teachers and students from the University and its Colleges on the
one hand, and people in the communities in areas within the jurisdiction of the
University of Delhi. These Extension activities offered opportunities to develop skills in
Adult Education Pedagogy/Andragogy through such areas as Training of Instructors,
Supervisors and Project Officers in the Literacy and Adult Education Programme,
Teachers-in-charge of other Extension activities including Population Education,
Environmental Education, Literacy and Science for the Masses programmes.
The Department simultaneously introduced short-term courses through its Continuing
Education programme, offering to the public at large courses including Public Interest
Litigation, Science and Sports Journalism, Travel and Tourism, and Modern
Mathematics for Parents. Two more courses have been added to this list; these include
courses in Counseling and Guidance, and, Human Rights.
The Teaching-, Training- and Research-components in the Department’s work grew
with the sanction of the One-year Post-MA in Adult and Continuing Education course
by the University Grants Commission, one among the four Universities in the country.
The Course continued for 30 years after which the Department introduced the MA in
Lifelong Learning & Extension course for the duration of two years (2014-2015). The
M.A. Course is semester based with scope of practicum, Internship and field-work. The
Department also has an M. Phil course from 2014-2015, and a Ph.D. programme.
The Department has submitted a Project Proposal to University Grants Commission for
an Indo- German Partnership in Comparative Adult and Continuing Education and
Extension in continuation of its Memorandum of Understanding between J M
University of Wurzburg and University of Delhi in operation since 2014.
The students are free to apply online throughout the year in Short-Term Courses,
however for admission to other programmes like M A in Lifelong Learning and
Extension and research programmes of M.Phil and Ph.D. students are requested to
teach the University of Delhi admission notification.

DACEE: Faculty & Staff
Recognition of learning needs of a young nation like India both in the academic and skill
development domains, the Department has a strength of professional teaching and training staff.
It offers new routes to qualifications for adults, taps unrecognized talent, motivates for resuming
formal studies and critical assessment which is a good start to national curriculum.

Permanent Faculty
Sr. No.

Name

Designation

1

Prof. J.P. Dubey

Head & Dean, Professor

2

Prof. Rajesh

Professor

3

Prof. V.K. Dixit

Professor

4

Prof. Prakash Narayan

Professor

5

Dr. Vandana Sisodia

Assistant Professor

6

Mr. Rahul Yadav

Assistant Professor

Department at a Glance
Teaching
Ø Research programms at MPhil & Ph.D.
Ø M. A. in Lifelong Learning & Extension academic year 2014 onwards.
Ø Short term certificate courses
Research
Ph. D.
M.Phil. registered for
academic year 2015 .
Publication
Introducing a new peer reviewed
Journal in the area of Lifelong
Learning and Extension.

International Collaboration
Ø

University of Wurzburg

Ø

University of Vancouver

-

Academic exchange

Seminar & Workshops

Ø

National Seminar on Prior Learning
and its Integration in Re-skilling of
Illiterates and Neo–literates

Ø

National Seminar on Strategies in
Education Policy: The India-Europe
Comparison

Ø

Digital Payment Literacy & Cyber
Security

Ø Seminar on German refugee
crisis by MP (Germany)

Ø

Extension
Ø Community participation and intervention
Ø Digital India & National Skill Development
Programmes for marginalized population.
Ø
Sustainable Development Goal 2015-2030
Ø
Ø Adult & Lifelong Learning
Ø Focus on Girl Child
Ø Extension and Community Development.
Ø Focusing of 5 P’s of SDG
Ø Ageing and Society
Ø Women Empowerment
Ø Management and Service Delivery of Civil Society
Organization

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Course (Self Financing)
Counseling & Guidance
Travel & Tourism
Science & Sports Journalism
Research Methodology
Human Rights

Newly Introduced
Courses
Ø Speed Reading
Ø Radio
Broadcasting

Collaborations and Associations
Assistance and Facilitations
Future Plans and Programs

Policy Intervention
Research and Grant Project
MOOC (Massive Open Online
Courses)- Alternative Education
Scope & Extension.

Courses
PhD in Lifelong Learning & Extension: The Doctoral research program is an ongoing process
of searching new knowledge in the field of Lifelong Learning and modifying the existing ones.
DACEE presently focuses on a number of research areas by virtue of carrying focused research
by its fellow researchers. These are about•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Women,
Transgender,
SC/ST/OBC,
Youth and
Elderly People
Labour and Industry
Disability
Environment

The subject of Social Policy in India has evoked the interest of both the Government
of India and scholars working in the area of education. A number of institutions
both within the general and technical/vocational higher education system as well
as service delivery organizations have accepted the responsibility and developed
mechanisms for the benefit of general people of the country. This involves both the
service delivery and academic enrichment. The activities thus planned and
organized are consolidated in the form of an Annual Report to be circulated to a
wider audience for information sharing and documentation for future records and
researches. The report is open to review and feedback.
The entire research programme tries to address the educational and learning needs with regard
to the social challenges proposed by society and nature. Individuals, groups and communities
are the primary stakeholders that work in close collaboration with the Department.

PhD in Adult Education
Presently, there are Twenty (20) researchers enrolled in the Department. The topics are varied
and cover different corners of education and learning with contemporary relevance. A
summary of the present research is provided below.
S.NO

Name of the
Candidate

Name of the
Supervisor

Topic of the Research

1

Ms. Radhika
Kapur

Dr. J. P.
Dubey

Pedagogy and

2

Mr. Albert
Abraham

Dr. J. P.
Dubey

Performance and Prospects of Electronic Media In the
Continuing Education of the Rural Masses: A Critical
Analysis of Pedagogy in the Indian Context.

3

Ms. Rujali Vats

Dr. V. K.
Dixit

Corporate Social Responsibility and Empowerment of
Women: An Empirical Study

4

Mohd. Aslam

Dr. Rajesh

Social Exclusion and Human Rights of Hijra /
Transgender: Comparative Study of India and Bangladesh

5

Mr. Biresh
Pachisia

Dr. Rajesh

A Study of Continuing Education and skill Enhancement
among Elderly Population through old Age Homes:
Comparative Study of India and Pakistan.

6

Rashmi Ranjita

Dr. Rajesh

Shifting Approaches in Adult Education Polices in
Independent India

7

Nidhi

Dr. Rajesh

Impact of In Service Teachers Training Programmes on
Classroom Teaching Learning Practices in Delhi : A
Critical Study

8

Jai Pratap Singh

Dr. Rajesh

Education and Skill Enhancement for Street Children in
Delhi: An Exploratory Study

9

Yogesh Paswan

Dr. J. P.
Dubey

Critically analyze the Role of Media and Communications
in Context to Village Development: A Case Study of
Bhojpur, Bihar

Organizational Culture in Nursery Schools

10

Anu Sindhwani

Dr. J. P.
Dubey

Role of Preventive Counselling in Improving the
Efficiency of manpower engaged in Developing Content
for Internet Based Companies located in Delhi

11

Nisha Shukla

Dr. V. K.
Dixit

Women’s Empowerment Health and Skill Development :
A Comparative study of Delhi NCR and Uttar Pradesh

12

Ketaki Saksena

Dr. V. K.
Dixit

Teacher Education, Identity and Professional Status: An
Exploratory Study of B.Eled teachers in Delhi

13

Mr. Sunil Kumar
Rajpoot

Dr. V.K.Dixit

Impact Assessment of ICTs Mediated Agricultural
Extension Service in Vindhyan Region of Uttar Pradesh

14

Mr. Pramod
Kumar

Dr. Rajesh

A Study of Guidance and Counseling to Undergraduate
Students at University of Delhi: From Employment
Exchange to University Information Centre

15

Mr. Awdesh
Kumar Shah

Dr. J. P.
Dubey

An Evaluative Study of Problems of In-Service Teacher
Education for Secondary School in India

16

Mr. Ashok
Kumar

Dr. V. K.
Dixit

To Study the Guidance and Counseling Services in
Relation to Academic Achievement and Occupational
Aspiration of the Adolescents at Secondary Level Schools

17

Mr. Santosh
Kumar Kappu
(SC)

Dr. Rajesh

Skill Enhancement of Labor in Unorganized Sector
through Adult Education in National Capital Region
(NCR)

18

Mr. Atul
Gautam

Dr. J. P.
Dubey

A Study of Role of Technology in Education and Skill
Development of Mild and Moderate Mentally Challenged
Adolescents and Adults in Delhi, NCR

19

Neha Kumari

Dr. V.K.Dixit

A Study of Adoption of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) among the lower income group Muslim
Minority Girl Students in Delhi

20

Maroof Maqbool

An Evaluative Study of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) in
District "Pulwama and and Shopian" in Kashmir

M.Phil in Lifelong Learning
To strengthen the research activity and attract the genuinely interested scholars, it became imperative
to start M. Phil programme along with M.A. in Lifelong Learning and Extension. The 18 months course
content will provide familiarity and insight in this particular area of study along with grounding in
research methodology. There are two compulsory papers, one each in research methodology and
advance course in Lifelong Learning and Extension. Apart from that one optional paper will be opted by
the student according to his/ her interest and orientation. The course is interdisciplinary in nature it.
Therefore, the students of any discipline can join M. Phil Programme. There are presently 14 students
enrolled in M.Phil. They are as follows:
S.
No.

Name

Topic

1

Priti Yadav

2

Hema Sahu

A comparative study of perception of skills among Ist Year and 3 year
college students in Delhi
Challenges of Surrogacy: A social legal study with special reference to
NCT of Delhi

3

Anju Bala

4

Paramjeet Rana

5

Shiv Kumar

6

Rajkumari Meena

7

Shweta Kumari

8

Meena Kumari

9

Shweta Seth

rd
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10

Hemant Kumar

अ!भभावक< क= जाग?कता का अ@ययन
Personality traits among govt. senior secondary school students in relation
to gender
A study of educational achievements and barriers of the students of
economically weaker section at elementary stage under RTE in Delhi
Stress Management of elderly population: A study of senior citizen
recreation center at Wazirabad New Delhi
Newspapers Aur Women ki Chchavi , Hindi Aur English News papers ka
Tulnatamk Adhyan.
A study to know “The level of awareness about LD and ADHD
among the school teachers”
Newspapers Aur Women ki Chchavi , Hindi Aur English News papers ka
Tulnatamk Adhyan.
Refugee Problem of Indian

11

Arti Soni

Role of Dalit Women in Informal Sector

12

Sonal Singh

Development of Adult Education before independence in Bihar

13

Rajeev Ranjan

A study of socio- Economic condition women construction workers of Delhi

14

Vishal Kumar Gupta

Political literacy

MA in Lifelong Learning
The University-Grants Commission in its landmark decision in 2007 issued the new guidelines on Lifelong
Learning & Extension (2007-2012) in lieu of Adult, Continuing Education & Extension in higher
education. Lifelong Learning has been considered as an important milestone of learning society and
recognized as an important programme of the Government of India. The micro analysis of
The UGC Guideline published during the XI Plan specified five selected areas of intervention in the
University-system. The components selected are as follows:
1.
Teaching, Training and Research
2.
Lifelong Learning/Continuing Education
3.
Extension including student Counseling & Career-Guidance
4.
Material Development
5.
Population Education
In response to the call of UGC and considering the international changes in the arena of educational
reform, the Department of Adult, Continuing Education and Extension has come up with a new MA in

Lifelong Learning and Extension form 2015-16 academic year.
This unique course provides opportunities of employability, internship and practicum to
facilitate the learners. The learner-centric course is designed keeping in mind the international
trends of lifelong learning, and how make it suitable for India, considering its socio-economic
situation and diverse needs.
Importance of Lifelong Learning
• Develops skills and competence needed for contemporary
globalizing society.
• Integrates ICT and e-learning opportunities
• Enhances the possibilities of leadership and
entrepreneurships.
• Facilitates interdisciplinary research skills
• Develop competencies in order to mediate between the
education and the needs of the communities.
• Prepares learners to facilitate organization on the
planning, implementing, evaluating, supervising and
control of training mechanisms
•

Apply techniques for recognizing diverse learning needs,
prior learning and for identifying the appropriate and
sustained actions which will meet these needs

•
•

Bridge the gap of education and the world of work by
linking industry-department and communities
Focuses on socio-economic development by empowering
target communities

University of Delhi

Department of Adult , Continuing Education &
Extension
ADMISSION NOTICE

Admission for M.A. in Lifelong Learning & Extension
(LLL.) 2015-2016, in The Department of Adult,
Continuing Education & Extension, University of Delhi,
is now open.
For details long on to: http//du.ac.in
PG Admission Portal – Online application
st
th
Begins from 1 to 30 April 2015
Eligibility
The Student should have passed B.A. / B.Sc. /B.Com
examination of Delhi University with at least 50%
marks or an equivalent examination from a recognized
University of India or foreign University with 55%
marks. The admission for SC/ST and Physically
Handicapped category as per University norms.
Total No. of Seats: 34
Criteria of Admission - Entrance test based on
multiple choice question of 2 hrs duration
th
Tentative Date of Examination: 25 June, 2015
For any enquiry contact No.: (011) 27667280,
Email ID: head.dacee@gmail.com
for course details visit: www.dacee.du.ac.in

Prof. J.P. Dubey
Head of the Department

Prospects
• Employability –
o In academic sectors
o In policy making and analyzing organization (public and private)
o As consultants
o In National and International NGOs
o In Skills Development organizations
o In Community Learning Centre
• Research –
o Interdisciplinary
• Community Linkages o Need based assessment and intervention programes
• Accreditation of Prior Learning

The department has designed the modules based on the international model and included internship
and practicum for imparting necessary hands on skills to its learners. The department also organized
workshops and seminars in the departments and discussed its possibilities in the colleges of Delhi to
sensitize the administration and students about the new course and its possibilities. The faculties along
with guest faculties are dedicated to make the new Masters course a success. A total of 62 students
have been registered in the MA program (Lifelong learning) for the year 2015-2016.
Internship and Fieldwork Program

The Department had assigned a comprehensive field work of 15 days to the students on various
already identified areas like personal, school, corporate, clinical, ecological counseling etc.
Students developed a small field visit reports according to the area of their interest and submitted
it to the Department. This study was conducted on the basis of teaching learning process; lectures
delivered and practice activities etc. In the end of the session, Department organized presentation
to evaluate the studies of students in which experts/ teachers were involved. All students
presented their studies through oral and power point presentation. A short discussion also had
during the presentation and expert asked a few questions to students about their field studies.
The number of students attended and completed the internship with their respective fieldwork
organization placement are listed below. .

List of Interns and Organization M.A. III Semester
S. No

Name of the
Students

Organization

Roll No.

1.

Pratibha

RUSA
28124

2. .

Aakash
Pandey

28101

RUSA

3.

Mumtaj
Ahamad

28102

DAMINI

4.

Chhavi

28104

Jaunti Village

5.

Anand Kumar

28105

NISD

6.

Yogesh Kumar

28106

NISD

7.

Raghbendra
Pratap Singh

28107

NISD

8.

Sheela
Munda

28108

NISD

9.

Deepika Rao

28109

HELPAGE
INDIA

10.

Rajni

28110

IAEA

11.

Simmi Saini

28111

IAEA

12.

Bharti Meena

28112

CGHS, Kotala
(Kasturba
Nagar

13.

Nancy

28113

HELPAGE
INDIA

14.

Krishan
Kumar

28114

RUSA

15.

Prateek
Bansal

28115

Pratham

16.

Sonali Gupta

28116

Pratham

17.

Deepak
Goswami

28117

Centre for
Social Studies

18.

Ankita Jethuri

28118

RUSA

19.

Akanksha
Singh

28119

Jaunti Village

20.

Mohd
Shammi Alam

28120

IAEA

21.

Muzakkir
Khan

28121

We Can
Change

22.

Ankit Kumar
Singh

28122

We Can
Change (WCC)

23.

Nitish Anand

28123

Centre for
Social Studies

Manjil Kumari

28125

Jaunti Village

Nandini
Shrivastava

28126

RUSA

24.
25.

26.

Chitra Raj

28127

Jaunti Village

27.

Hemant
Kumar

28128

SPYM

28.

Pradeep
Nirwal

28129

The Earth
Saviors
foundation ,
Bandhuari
Village,
Gurgaon –
Faridabad
Road, Near
TERI Golf
Course,
District
Gurgaon ,
haryana

29.

Letginlen
Doungel

28130

Jaunti Village

30.

Soror Luithui

28132

NISD

31.

Satender

28134

NISD

The total seats for MA in Life Long Learning and Extension (34) are filled with young and
bright students interested in the course, as per the UGC guidelines. Admission is done through
online admission system by University

Awards & Affiliations:
M.A. in Lifelong Learning & Extension 2015-2016
S.
No.

Name

Positions

1

Simmi Saini

Ist

2

Nandni Srivastava

IInd

3

Sonali Gupta

IIIrd

4

Donika Arora

Jawahar Bhawan Trust Merit cum Mean Scholarship @ 1000/- P.M.

M.Phil. in Lifelong Learning & Extension 2015-2016
S.
No.
1

Name

Positions

Hema Sahu

Ist

Research Program and Funding
S. No

Name of the
Faculty

Funding agencies

Topic

1

Prof. J. P.
Dubey

University of Delhi

A Study of Professionalization of Adult & Lifelong
Learning in India

2

Prof. Rajesh

University of Delhi

Innovations and opportunities to the
marginalized groups in India: Sharing experiences
of Community Learning Centers.

3

Prof. V. K. Dixit

University of Delhi

A Study of prospect and Effectiveness of
Alternative Education System

4

Prof. Prakash
Narayan

University of Delhi

A Study of the effectiveness of Counseling &
Guidance & Mentoring in the University system –
A Pilot study

Recognition
Newspaper Association of India has awarded Prof. J.P.
Dubey, Head, Department of Adult Continuing
Education& Extension, University of Delhi as Best
Educationist in the category of education in its 23rd
Annual Convention and NAI Achievement Award
Distribution on 28th Nov 2015 at NDMC convention
centre New Delhi. Prof. Dubey was honored for his
continue engagement with the community for providing
services and generating knowledge to help change the
teaching learning programme in higher education. He has also been credited for developing a
short term course on Radio Broadcasting. A very intimate concern of newspaper and media
enterprises on one hand and initiating the process of skilling students for gainful employment.

Short Term Certificate Courses
There are several short-term courses run by the Department of Adult, Continuing Education and
Extension. Over the years, these courses attracted a number of students from various disciplines and
these courses are one of successful endeavors of the department in discriminating knowledge and skills,
which also fulfills the individual quest of knowledge.
Currently, the following short-term courses are on offer:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Counseling & Guidance
Travel & Tourism
Science & Sports Journalism
Research Methodology
Human Rights
Teaching (Colleges)

•

Radio Broadcasting

S. No.

Course

Number of Students Enrolled

1

Counseling & Guidance

78

2

Travel & Tourism

72

3

Speed Reading

4

5

English Language Proficiency
Course (ELPC)
Radio Broadcasting

149

Proposed

National & International Collaboration & Extension
The department truly believes in focusing on National and local issues, but also value
international approaches to plan and design the intervention programs. Both National and
international Agencies and Institution are of equal importance for DACEE.

Networking with National Organizations:
The importance of building up an understanding with respect to the ‘context of content’ is
reflected in the field work practicum of the Department of Adult Continuing Education.
Paying attention to its extension activities the Department believe in working in close
relationship with the community and the organizations working in these communities.
Over the past many years the Department has built up the understanding of mutual
concerns with NGOs and civil society organizations to facilitate its students. Practical
experience along with academic knowledge is well reflected in its intervention programms.
Students are visiting the following civil society organizations for internship and concurrent
field work programme.
S.No.
1
2
3
4

Organization
Agewell
Pratham
Masoom
Nirantar

5

Anugrah

6

Samadhan

7

Educare

8

Himalayan Institute for
Rural Awakening
National Institute of
Social Defence
Voluntary Health
Association Of India
Centre for Social Studies

9
10
11

12
13

Gandhi Peace
Foundation
Uday foundation

14

Helpage

Address
M-8A, Lajpat Nagar-II,New Delhi-110024`
B 4-58
Dairy No. 3, Lakhnow Road, Timarpur, Delhi
B-64 Second Floor Sarvodya Enclave New Delhi 110017
India
B-33, Arya Nagar Apartments, 91, I.P Extension, Delhi110092 (India)
256, Krishna Vihar, Jakhan, Rajpur Road, Deharadun 2480001
Registered Office: Mohali-Chandigarh (Pb) – 160062 –
India Operations Office: P.O. 3, Dharamshala (H.P.) –
176215 – India Branch Office: P.O. Bikaner (Rajasthan) –
334301 – India
Ist Floor, Kandwawal Market, Geeta Nagar, Haridwar
Road, P.O. Virbhadra, Rishikesh-249202
Ministry of Social jUsatice & Empowerment, West Block1, Wing-7, Gr. Floor, RK Puram New Delhi-110066
B-40, Qutab Institutional Area, South of I.I.T. Delhi , New
Delhi - 110 016
Veer Narmad South Gujarat University Campus,
Udhana Magadalla Road,
Surat - 395 007.
Gujarat, India
221-23, Deeen Dayal Upadyaya Marg
113A/1, Adchini, Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi 110017
- See more at:
http://www.udayfoundationindia.org/contacus/#sthash.Yn6ryChD.dpuf
HelpAge India

C-14, Qutab Institutional Area
New Delhi - 110016
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International (INCLEN
Executive Office)
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DEVELOPMENT &
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Society for Promotion of
Youth and Masses
We can change
Navjyoti
Centre for Social
Research

RUSA

V-11, Level - 1, Green Park Extension, New Delhi - 110
016
Address : 2nd Floor, F-1/5, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I,
New Delhi-110020, India
55 Gautam Nagar New Delhi 110 049 (INDIA)

2nd Floor, DDA Community Centre
Gali Chandiwali, Paharganj
New Delhi - 110055
SPYM centre, 111/9, Opposite Sector B-4
Vasant Kunj, Delhi – 110070

Director
Centre for Social Research
2 Nelson Mandela Marg, Vasant Kunj
New Delhi 110 070
Mrs Ishita Roy, Dirct. Vivek Nagpal

Networking with International Organizations:
As part of a constant endeavour to promote mutual understanding and international
scientific research an agreement has been signed between DACEE and Maximillian
University of Wurzburg, Germany. Both the institution working in the field of Adult
Continuing Education felt the need of an International Collaboration to make academic
research and programmes more holistic for the greater well being of humanity. The
programme is been financially supported mutually by DAAD & UGC under which exchange
of academic faculty administrative staff & M.A. students programme was agreed upon.
Highlights of the programme are :1. Establishing and organizing coordinated classes.
2. Exchange of Information and Academic Material.
3. Conducting Joint Research Project.
4. Exchange of teaching material and publications
The programme can be extended to further domains on mutually agreed concerns and
funding available.

The List of students participated under the exchange prograam from University of
Wurzburg and University of Delhi are as follows

Student program at winter school Wurzburg Germany
A total of 10 young and bright mind were screened and selected from both M A
programmes. Following is the list of budding scholars who visited winter school in
Wurzburg Germany.
Total strength-10
S.NO.

Name of Studetns

Topic

1

Aasif Moiz

Competence in informal, nonformal and vocational
education

2
3

Anjali Pathak

4

Himanshu Kumar

5
6

Shiva Srivastva

7

Krishna Kumar

8

Aakash Pandey

9

Hemant Kumar

10

Ashish Yadav

M.A.
Lifelong Learning Previous
Year

Shweta Tiwari

Nandini Shrivastav

M.A.
Lifelong Learning Final Year

Professionalization Strategies
in Adult Education
Learning Cities, Learning
Regions and Learning
Communities
Competences in Formal, NonFormal and Vocational
Education
Competences In Formal ,
Non-Formal And Vocational
Education
Resources for Lifelong
Learning – Understanding
Time in Adult Learning
Unesco’s policy in adult
Education and national
Implementation
RESOURCES FOR LIFELONG
LEARNING- UNDERSTANDING
TIME IN ADULT LEARNING

“Thank you very much for your
contribution and commitment to
the 2016 Wurzburg Winter
School. It was a great time,
exciting experiences and brought
us high academic expectations for
our future collaboration.”
-2016 Wurzburg Winter School

Integrated Program for International Students at University of
Delhi
A total of 9 international students were
screened and selected from BA, MA and PhD
programmes from Wurzburg University
Germany. Following is the list of
international students who visited DACEE
integrated program by DACEE at Delhi
University
S.NO.

Name of Students

1

Antonia Emili Lecht

2

Lydia Michaelis-Braun

3

Julia Wiethüchter

4

Lisa Nickel

5

Miriam Wurzer

6

Alexander Meyer

7

Silvana Simone Günther

8

Kathrin Kaleja, M.A.

9

Stefanie Kröner, M.A.

Study Course

Bachelor of Arts

Master of Arts

Doctorate in adult education

Events & Programms
Recognising its responsibility towards community along with academic excellence the
Department has conducted various programms as an extension of field work practice.
These include identification, prioritization and Intervention at different levels for the
benefit of marginalized and vulnerable population. Ranging from environment to social
justice the Department has been engaged in various activities and programmes for the year
2015-2016. Few of the events organized by DACEE at different intervals as a continuation
of its role towards community building programms has been listed below.

“The Green Celebration 5th June, 2015”
The Department organized a series of activities which included plantation drive, special lecture on
‘Green Sensitization’, a film show on biodiversity conservation and a presentation on ‘Low carbon
lifestyle’. The first leg of the programme of plantation
drive was followed by a sensitization lecture by Prof. V
K Sharma, IIPA, a renowned expert on ecosystem
studies

and

disaster

management

on

‘Green

Sensitization’ in which he discussed many burning
problems of environment, need of green awareness,
personal accountability of citizens and many sustainable
solutions of the problem towards environmental conservation. The lively lecture drew a huge
response and led to an intense debate on methods, strategies and priorities on ecological
sustainability’s and developmental exigencies. The last session of the programme had a film show
on ‘Tiger conservation’ and a presentation on ‘Low carbon lifestyle’. There was an open
discussion at the end of the programme, in which
participants raised a number of questions on
environmental issues, for which Prof. Sharma
gave convincing reply. Dr Rajvir Sharma former
Executive Council, member of University of
Delhi responded to animated questions from the
students of Short-term course on Travel &
Tourism on Eco tourism.
Prof. J.P. Dubey, Head Department of Adult Continuing Education and Extension gave welcome
address and Prof. V.K. Dixit gave the vote of thanks. Our media partner Delhi University
Community Radio provided media coverage of the programme.
The programme was part of the Department of Adult continuing education and extension’s
extension and outreach programme on the occasion of ‘World Environment Day’ on 5th June 2015.
This programme was supported by the Department of Environment, Government of Delhi. On this
occasion around 91 participants drawn from University of Delhi, B S Anangpuria Educational
Institute Faridabad Delhi, faculty members of DACEE Prof. Rajesh, Prof. V.K.

Dixit,

Dr.Vandana, non-teaching staff and Dr Rajvir Sharma from Delhi University were present there.

A FIELD VISIT of SEWA KUTIR, CAMP JUVENILE JUSTICE BOARD –I, Delhi
ORGANIZED BY DEPARTMENT FOR M.A. (LLE) I & II year, MPhil& P.HD
STUDENTS

Juvenile Justice Board –I
It has sole authority to deal with matters concerning children in conflict with law. A Juvenile
Justice Board has to be constituted for each district or group of districts, and consists of two social
workers and a Judicial Magistrate. This is an attempt to bring change in the nature of the inquiry
and decriminalize the administration of juvenile justice. Once the crime is committed and the child
is apprehended, the case comes before the JJB. Till the inquiry is pending the child is kept in an
observation home, unless otherwise released as per the law. On conviction, the child is sent to the
special home or place of safety.
The Society for Promotion of Youth and Masses (SPYM) is an Indian NGO with a countrywide
presence in the areas of health and social development. It was established in 1985 by Dr. Zeenat
and her colleagues. The event was conclude with the idea for Change of attitude towards “Drug
Addicts” can make a change. Don’t think them as a criminal they were once in normal condition.
So try to empathize with them instead of showing sympathizing. Need of proper education and
guidance at primary level which may helpful to keep away upcoming generation from drug
addiction.

The Expert Committee meeting of Course on “Radio Broadcasting”
Date and Time: 27/04/2015, 11:00 am DACEE
Issues discussed and the suggestions made in the meeting:
As the members were provided with the content of the course in advance as soft copy, the meeting
was focused on all the aspects of Community and Commercial Radio, Development of Programs,
R@D in Radio Broadcasting, present and prospective stakeholders, Resources from University and
outside community, Duration and certification, Monitoring and Evaluation etc.
Following members were present
Prof. J P Dubey, Head DACEE
Prof. Rajesh, Professor DACEE
Prof V K Dixit, Professor DACEE
Dr. VandanaKumari, Assistant Professor DACEE
Mr. Rahul Yadav, Assistant Professor DACEE
Dr. Sugan Bhatia, Former Head DACEE
Mr. R K Singh, DUCR
Ms. Kusum Vir, Former Director, Directorate Adult Education
Mr. Sumit Dhall, India TV
Mr. AtulGautam, Research Scholar
Ms. Usha Puri, Former Program Director, AIR shared her suggestions on telephone.
Special Session on “Sakshar Bharat” [5th August, 2015]
A collaborated effort by all walk of life within academic institution like Delhi University was
needed to fulfill the dreams of a literate society. The Department of Adult Education bearing the
touch orgonized a special session on “Sakshar Bharat” [Literate India]. A brainstorming session
facilitated by the Head of the Department Professor J. P. Dubey and guided by Professor Rajesh,
Professor V. K. Dixit and Professor Prakash Narayan focused on the challenges and Opportunities
offered by society and policies was at the focus. The major inputs came from students by virtue of
their fieldwork experiences. A two Hours long session was dedicated on the large questions of out
comes i.e. “what can we gain collectively by the very process and result of an absolute literate
society?”
Special Session on “Indian youth and patterns of addiction” [ 26th August, 2015]
A special session on the positive efforts by Indian Youth that can be the game changers in order to
fight the menace of addiction was discussed at length. The session was taken by Mr. Atul Gautam.
The session was a multilevel program that not only focus on the present patterns of addiction but
also discussed various theory and therapeutic programs associated with the topic. Gender and
addiction was an interesting dimension of the entire session largely participated by young girls.
Both efforts and challenges faced by women in Indian society was at the center of discussion. Mr.
Gautam also took up the Counseling part related to Addiction.

Celebration of International Literacy Week (04th -10th Sept. 2015)
The Department of Adult, Continuing Education and Extension, Faculty of Social Sciences, North
Campus University of Delhi organized a series of activities on the occasion of International
Literacy Week from September 04-10, 2015. This celebration was dedicated to promote literacy,
enhance awareness, improve life and work skill etc. According to Prof. J.P. Dubey, Head,
Department of Adult Education, this celebration was a success and credited this to Departmental
P.G, MPhil and PhD students, teaching and non-teaching staff and other collaborative
NGO/Agencies.
The Literacy Week started with library visit and relevant literature reading. All departmental
students visited library as Indian Adult Education Association (IAEA), Delhi University Central

Library, DACEE Library etc. On 5th and 6th September 2015, faculty members and students
conducted individual extension work on their own residential places. On September 7th,2015 the
department organized poster making competition on theme of ‘Literacy’. Some 30 students
participated in poster competition drawn from M.A. (Ist and IIIrd Sem.) M.Phill. and Ph.D
students. After poster making competition Department has conducted a Panel Discussion on a
topic of ‘Literate Society’.

Special lecture was taken up by Professor S.C. Bhatia on 8th September, 2015. Prof. Bhatia gave a
comparative study of Indian and International conceptualization of MDG 2000-2015. By virtue of
his waste experience and knowledge the students had a great time, discussing the importance of
Adult Education on International Literacy Day.

International Literacy Week concluded with a programme of a rally, talk and interaction in
Sarvodya Rajkiya Vidyalaya, Village -Jaunti, Delhi in presence of large numbers of illiterates,
literates, school students, senior citizens etc. Jaunti village is adopted by honourable Member of
Parliament Dr. Udit Raj, under scheme of Sansad Adarsh Gram Yojna. Dr. Udit Raj, M.P.(North
West Delhi, LokSabha) lauded the efforts of students in associating with the National Programme

of SansadAdarsh Gram Yojana. Dr. UditRaj addressed the beneficiaries and participants and
pointed the need of Model Village, spirit of entrepreneurial skill, need of village level
research/survey by M. Phil., Ph.D students etc. He appreciated the work and extension activities
organized by Department. Prof. J.P. Dubey, HOD,
DACEE stated that knowledge is power and it is an
enabling factor to the community members to face
challenges of daily life. The International Literacy
Week became success because of collaborated team
work of all.

International Elderly Day with
community of Wazirabad
The Department of Adult, Continuing Education &
Extension, University of Delhi, celebrated
International Elderly Day on 1st October,
2015.International elderly day has special
significance in all over world. The day is
celebrated in world to promote awareness,
enhance capacity, social development etc.

So

on this occasion department has organized
programme

in

Community

Centre

Wazirabad Delhi with Women Educational
Welfare Society (WEWS).
The well being of humanity, pollution free
environment depends on plant and greenery
.Living
within
planetary

boundaries is the most promising strategy for ensuring a healthy
life and conservation of environment. The programme ended

with plantation in Community Park of Wazirabad. Departmental students, WEWS Members and
volunteers contributed in plantation drive. This programme was conducted under departmental
extension activities.
Special session on “Professionalization in Adult Education” [15th September 2015]
A special session facilitated by Prof. J P Dubey and mentored by Prof. S K Bhatia was organized
in the department on Professionalization in Adult Education. A number of students and guest from
other Departments of Delhi University attended the session. The major point of discussion
underline the skill development programme and professional aptitude of Adult literate.
Special session on “Professionalization in Adult Education: A European Perspective”
[9th October, 2015]
Adding values to the previous session taken by Prof. S. K. Bhatia, the Department felt the need of
a Global view of present Adult Education programme and its professional dimension. Prof. Regina
Egetenmeyer discussed the present status and future possibilities of extension of Adult Education
Programme. Skilled development programme in various European countries and their professional
approach to this programme was discussed at length. The entire programme try to evolve a
definition of “professionalization in Adult Education”
Special session on “Pedagogy of Adult Education” [2nd November, 2015]
Special session of Pedagogy of Adult Education was taken by Professor Thomas Sork. Dr.
Vandana Sisodia and Mr. Rahul Yadav were facilitators at the session a numbers of students from
M.Phil and M.A. courses attended the session. Research scholars added value to the session by
giving important inputs at the session.
Special sessions on “Research Methodology” [5th November, 2015 and 18th November, 2015]
The research carried out by the Department and University reflects upon its credential. A good
research not only add theatrical inputs but also open doors to new knowledge. A Professional
research is defined by the research methodology its adopts. Prof. P.C. Jha took a series of lectures
in the department to horn the skills of researchers. Both qualitative and quantitative approaches
were incorporated for longitudinal and cross sectional studies.
Special session on “Competence in Informal and Non-formal and Vocational Education”
[19th December, 2015]

Considering the upcoming visit of students to Germany and an orientation programme focusing on
building competence in informal Non-formal and vocational education is taken up by Prof. N. K.
Abusht. The session was attended by M.A., M. Phil and Ph.D Students along with the selected
candidates for Wurzburg University, Germany. The students were confident enough to structure
their academic skills as per the need of European University for a collective understanding.
Prof. S. C. Bhatia co-facilitated the session with special focus on Adult Education and thanking
patterns of the societies.

Dental Health Checkup Camp
The Department of Adult Continuing Education & Extension, University of Delhi, has organized one day
free ‘Dental health checkup camp’ for marginalized community people at WEWS, Wazirabad Delhi on
13.01.2016.
The goals of dental checkup were: 1. To provide awareness on oral hygienic among the slum community
2. To develop good habits regarding oral hygienic & dental care
3. To promote sensitization among the community people by Doctor
Under these goals, in this camp 92 people from various age group participated. The faculty members of
DACEE, Dr. Vandana, Mr. Rahul Yadav, M. Phil. Scholars Ms Rajkumari Meena & a few students of M.A.
Life Long Learning were also present on this Occasion. Doctor Sumil Panchal a dentist came for dental
health checkup camp for free of cost end worked there with all enthusiasm and dedication.
At the end of the a camp, Dr. Vandana form DACEE & Doctor Sumil Panchal were felicitated with the
bunch of flowers & vote of thank by Smt. Vijaylaxmi of WEWS, Wazirabad. On behalf of the DACEE, Dr.
Vandana handed over a ‘ Certificate of Appreciation to Dr. Sumit Panchal for his kind cooperation and
Valuable time for Community people.
The entire ‘Dental health Checkup Camp’ was planned and implemented by Dr. Vanana, Ms. Rajkumari
Meena and organized in close association with Doctor Sumit Panchal and Smt. Vijay Laxmi
Special lecture on Research Methodology [19th January, 2016]
Prof. O. P. Tripathi oriented students with a word perspective of research in Adult Education and Extension
Education programme. The main focus was on ethics and principles of social research and value base
framework. The students were curious to know the fundamental of anonymity and sharing of research
outcome.

Recognising Prior Learning and Establishing Linkages with Reskilling
( 17 -18 March 2016)
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) is the formal assessment and recognition of the skills and
knowledge a person has regardless of how or where the competencies may have been attained, that
is, through formal or informal training or work
experience (paid and unpaid) voluntary work
and life experience. Juxtaposed with the concept
the department organize a two day seminar that
largely focused on the need based academic
literature and practical solutions. It creates new
routes to qualifications for adults, taps
unrecognized talent, motivates for resuming
formal studies and critical assessment which is a
good start before re skilling – link RPL to
national curriculum and qualification as the
currency of learning, speed up the process of
RPL for under privileged people who lack educational opportunities and for those acquiring skills
in informal situations.
The event was attended by Prof. I,M. Kapahi, Member University Grants Commission, University
of Delhi & Prof. Sugan Bhatia, President, Indian University Association for Continuing Education
along with the academic and support staff with the Department. Other eminent personalities
attended the seminar and some of the eminent topics table on the floor were:
Prof. Dharnanjay Lokhandey, University of Pune
Emerging skills in knowledge and work economy
Prof. Girish Jha, Head, School of Sanskrit Studies, JNU
Forensic Science as emerging skill and source of employment
Prof. N.K. Kakkar
Prior Learning & its Linkages
Adi Narayan Reddy
Forensic Science as emerging skill and source of employment
S.C.Bhatia
Linguistic and Communication skills in pedagogy of vocational education for opening the job markets the
new literates
Dr. Prasnnanshu Associate Professor, National Law University, New Delhi

Visiting Faculty
Sr. No.

Name

1

Prof. S.C. Bhatia

2

Dr. Mohan Kumar

3

Prof. R. C. Sharma

4

Prof. P. R. Mandal

5

Prof. A. Mathew

6

Prof. P.C. Joshi

7

Dr. Hukum Chand Jain

8

Mr. R.K. Singh

9

Ms. Kusum Vir

10

Mr. Atul Gautam

11

Prof. Regina Egentmyer

12

Prof. Sebina Smith

13

Prof. V. Merie Helan

14

Ms. Asha Gupta

15

Dr. Tripti Sakija

16

Ms. Charneeta Arora

17

Ms. Shivanshi Pathak

18

Ms. Swati Chakarborty

19

Dr. S.K. Kejriwal

20

Dr. N.K. Kakkar

Administrative Staff:
Sr. No.

Name

Designation

1

Mr. Sunil Dutt Bhardwaj

Assistant

2

Mr. Vijay Bhandari

Jr. Assistant

3

Mr. Vicky

Jr. Assistant

4

Mr. Devender Saini

Jr. Assistant

5

Ms. Mamta

Jr. Assistant

6

Mr. Amit Kumar

MTS

7

Mr. Jagmohan

MTS

8

Ms. Rani

S.K.

